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ABSTRACT
A comparative crystallographic and detailed computational analysis of four known 6-chloropurine X-ray 
structures, accessed from the CSD repository, has been reported in this paper. The quantum chemical analysis of 
each structure, including the optimized geometry, lattice energy, Hirshfeld surface, HOMO-LUMO energies, has 
been made to account for the properties of this class of biologically important organic materials. The lattice energy 
contribution in terms of intermolecular interactions, responsible for the packing stability, has been estimated by 
PIXEL procedure. Three-dimensional Hirshfeld surfaces and the corresponding 2D-fingerprint plots include the 
analysis of short intermolecular contacts. The π…π interactions and stacking features of molecules in the packing, 
have been analyzed using shape index and curvedness plots.
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Introduction
Purine is water-soluble, nitrogen containing heterocyclic organic 
compound consist of two rings (pyrimidine and imidazole rings). 
Nitrogen containing heterocyclic compounds are one of the most 
essential structural components in pharmaceutical products. As 
per the database of FDA-approved medications in the United 
States, nitrogen heterocycles are found in sixty percent of small-
molecule therapies [1]. Purine derivatives, such as adenine and 
guanine found in DNA and involves in stabilizing the two strands 
of DNA helix by forming hydrogen bonds [2]. Purine-based 
molecules have proven to be highly effective kinase inhibitors 
[3,4], possesses antitumor activity [5], antiviral activity against 
vaccinia virus [6]. Many of the biologically active compounds, 
including many commonly used drugs, have been discovered 
through the structural modification of purine bases, nucleosides, 
and nucleotides [7]. Synthesis and biological activities of purine 
and its derivatives have been reviewed from time to time [8-11].

X-ray crystallography is being used extensively in structure-
based drug design, and complete characterization of target 
macromolecules and macromolecule-ligand complexes is required 
at all stages [12]. Therefore, the role of computational quantum 
chemistry is also becoming extremely valuable in the domains of 
biochemical and materials science [13]. In organic chemistry, it 
aids in the knowledge to look deeper into the reaction mechanisms, 
through the assessment of geometrical features of the molecules 
[14,15]. A wide range of organic problems has been solved 
because of the strengthening connections between experimental 
and computational chemistry [16]. In this context, the present 
study is aimed to perform some theoretical analysis of the crystal 
structures of few chloro-purine structures, whose experimental 
X-ray diffraction analyses have already been reported [17-19]. The 
purine nucleus and chemical structures of chloro-purines retrieved 
from the Cambridge structure database are presented in Figure 1. 
A comprehensive analysis of the interaction energies of various 
intermolecular interactions in the crystal packing with special 
emphasis on the role of substituted chlorine atoms in packing shall 
be presented in detail.
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Figure 1: Chemical structure of purine nucleus and 6-chloro-purine 
derivatives.

Computational Procedures
DFT Calculations
Density functional theory (DFT) is a quantum chemical modeling 
method used to explore the electronic structures of many body 
systems, based on calculating the total electron densities. It 
has gain popularity in modern day’s calculation due to lower 
computation cost as compared to traditional ab-initio methods 
[20]. DFT calculations were performed on the Cl-substituted 
purine structures, by using their CIF files to supply the atomic 
coordinates in Gaussian 09 software package [21]. The ground 
state molecular geometry optimization was performed at B3LYP/6-
311+G (d,p) level [22,23] with no symmetry constraints and, the 
Gassview 6.0.16 software is employed to for visual analysis [24]. 
The optimized structure parameters (such as bond distances and 
bond angles) were compared with the experimentally determined 
corresponding values. Using the optimized structural parameters, 
molecular orbital analysis for highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) were 
carried out and subsequently determined the global reactivity 
parameters for each structures.

PIXEL energy calculation 
The lattice energies and the intermolecular interaction energies 
calculation of the molecules were carried out by PIXEL program 
[25]. Pixel method is a semi-empirical approach to calculate the 
intermolecular interaction energy between molecular pairs and 
thereby the lattice energy, of the crystal structures by considering 
electron densities of the atoms as pixels [26]. The PIXEL energy 
calculation is based on the tom-atom Coulomb-London-Pauli 
model which enables to calculate the interaction potential energies 
into different components, namely Coulombic, Polarization, 
dispersion and repulsion [27]. The electron densities required for 
the calculation of pixel energy is obtained by Gussian 09 using 
MP2/6-31G** basis set [21]. 

Hirshfeld Surface Analysis
The Hirshfeld surface is a visual representation tool used for 
identifying various intermolecular interactions present in the crystal 
structure of a molecule and is powerful method to quantify the role 
of each interaction in packing stability [28,29]. Hirshfeld surfaces 
of all the molecules (M-1 to M-4) were generated by using the CIF 
files as input in the latest CrystalExplorer software package [v-
21.5] [30]. The dnorm plots, shape index plots, curvedness plots and 
2D fingerprint plots were used for visualizing and quantify the role 
of each intermolecular contact in determining packing features.

Results and Discussion
Crystallographic comparison
The precise crystal data for each structure as mined from the 
database is presented in Table 1. The crystal structures have 
been reported with a reasonably low value of the reliability index 
(R-factor) [4.86% (M-1), 4.38% (M-2), 3.84% (M-3) and 3.31% 
(M-4)]. A comparison of the experimental bond distances and 
angles of the central purine ring-system (Figure 2) shows that the 
bond lengths and bond angles within the limits of experimental 
errors and no significant deviation has been observed. 

Figure 2: Comparison of bond distances and angles of central purine ring-
system (M-1 to M-4).

Figure 3: DFT optimized structures (M-1 to M-4).
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Structure Optimization
The DFT optimized geometrical structures of all the four Cl-
substituted purine derivatives are presented in Figure 3. A 
comparison of X-ray determined bond distances and bond angles 
has been made with the DFT calculated data (Table 2). The 
theoretically calculated bond distances show insignificant variation 
vis-à-vis X-ray data. Among all the structure, the maximum 
difference found in bond distances is ~ 0.019Å [observed in case 
of N1-C2 and C8-N9 bonds (M-3)].

In order to emphasize the relationship between theoretical (DFT) 
and experimental (XRD) geometrical parameters, the correlation 
coefficients (R2) of bond distances and bond angles of the purine 
nucleus were calculated and the results show that the R2 values are 
close to 1, an indication for the existence of a strong correlation 
between the experimental and the theoretical values. Correlation 

plots for the bond distances and bond angles of all the four 
molecules are presented in Figure 4. 

Frontier Molecular Orbital Analysis
Chemical characteristics of the molecules are significantly 
influenced by the HOMO-LUMO orbitals [31] generated for 
each molecule by using DFT/B3LYP/6311-G+(d,p) and the 
pictorial representation of these orbitals is presented in Figure 
5. The HOMO-LUMO orbitals are localized to the central ring 
system and the chlorine substituent, in case of M-1, M-2 and 
M-4, whereas it is delocalized over the whole molecule in M-3. 
The HOMO-LUMO energy gap (ΔE) is a parameter that defines 
the ultimate charge transfer interaction within the molecule [32]. 
By and large, its value in case of M-1, M-2 and M-4 is the same 
while it is relatively small in case of M-3. This could probably be 
attributed to the formation of a C=N bond by the primary amino 

Identification code  M-1  M-2  M-3  M-4
CCDC code DIGSOC DIGTET LUPZUR PIJBOO
Empirical formula C8H8Cl2N4 C8H4Cl2N4 C5H4ClN5 C6H3C13N4

Formula weight 231.08 227.05 169.58 237.5
Temperature/K 293(2) 293(2) 150(2) 235
Crystal system monoclinic monoclinic tetragonal triclinic 
Space group P21/c P21/n P41212 P-1 
a/Å 
b/Å 
c/Å 

8.4703(10) 
17.6304(19) 
6.9442(7) 

3.9928(3) 
20.7240(14) 
11.2562(8) 

7.0855(10) 
7.0855(10) 
26.990(5) 

7.334(2) 
7.568(2) 
9.146(2) 

α/°, β/°, γ/° 90, 102.628, 90 90, 98.97, 90 90, 90, 90 106.3, 90.2,115.6
Volume/Å3 1011.93(19) 920.01(11) 1355.0(4) 434.612
Z 4 4 8 2
ρcalcg/cm3 1.517 1.639 1.663 1.815
Radiation MoKα  λ = 0.71073  λ = 0.71073  λ = 0.71073  λ = 0.71073 
Final R-Factor 4.86 4.38 3.84 3.31 

Table 1: Precise crystal data for the CSD structures.

Atoms
M-1 M-2 M-3 M-4

XRD DFT XRD DFT XRD DFT XRD DFT.
Bond Distance (Å)

N1-C2 1.340 1.338 1.336 1.333 1.376 1.357 1.336 1.332
C2-N3 1.322 1.322 1.329 1.324 1.357 1.342 1.328 1.325
N3-C4 1.336 1.330 1.334 1.328 1.334 1.326 1.333 1.326
C4-C5 1.410 1.412 1.398 1.410 1.396 1.410 1.401 1.410
C5-C6 1.392 1.394 1.386 1.394 1.380 1.395 1.377 1.394
C6-N1 1.323 1.322 1.331 1.322 1.313 1.313 1.327 1.321
C5-N7 1.378 1.376 1.382 1.378 1.387 1.384 1.383 1.378
N7-C8 1.318 1.309 1.317 1.306 1.310 1.302 1.292 1.298
C8-N9 1.371 1.382 1.376 1.384 1.368 1.387 1.383 1.384
N9-C4 1.363 1.372 1.369 1.372 1.358 1.372 1.369 1.374
C2-Cl1 1.730 1.738 1.713 1.748 1.736 1.746 1.722 1.738

Bond Angle (º)
N1-C2-N3 130.27 128.48 129.64 128.32 126.18 126.67 129.57 128.43
C2-N3-C4 110.19 112.10 111.06 111.98 112.34 112.43 111.00 111.88
N3-C4-C5 126.42 126.16 126.48 126.52 126.90 126.96 126.54 126.50
C5-C6-N1 121.92 120.92 121.41 120.84 122.95 121.58 121.77 120.77
C5-N7-C8 103.13 104.07 103.03 104.30 103.21 104.45 103.16 103.57
N7-C8-N9 114.78 114.49 114.22 114.06 114.34 113.44 115.77 115.45
C8-N9-C4 105.73 105.28 105.91 105.70 106.17 106.62 104.50 104.60

Table 2: Comparison of experimental and theoretical geometrical parameters. 
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Figure 4: Experimental (XRD) vs. theoretical (DFT) bond distance and bond angle correlation plots.
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Figure 5: HOMO-LUMO energies in the molecules.

group attached at C2 [33]. HOMO-LUMO energies were further 
used to calculate various chemical properties of the molecule 
which are termed as global reactivity parameters (Table 3). 

The HOMO- LUMO energies and its derived parameters such as 
chemical hardness, chemical softness, etc. explains much about 
the chemical reactivity and stability of the molecules [34,35]. 
The ΔE and chemical hardness values indicate that the structure 
M-1 and M-2 are most stable as compared to M-3 and M-4 [36]. 

Electrophilicity index and electronegativity of the structures 
follows the order as M-2>M-4>M-1>M-3; indicating that M-2 and 
M-3 are best electrophile and nucleophile, respectively.

Lattice energy and Intermolecular Interaction Energy Analysis
Table 4 contains the lattice energies calculated for each structure 
and the total lattice energy (ETot) of the structures lies in the 
range, -28 to -38 kcal/mol. The total lattice energy in case of M-3 
is relatively large as compared to the remaining structures. The 
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energy components of M-1, M-2 and M-4 in Table 4 shows that 
the dispersion energy has dominant role to play in the stability 
of molecular packing (around 63-70% contribution), whereas the 
coulomb energy in case of M-3 is less dominant, possibly due to 
the existence of strong N-H…N hydrogen bonding interactions. 
A precise description of results as obtained from the PIXEL 
calculation in respect of each molecule is mentioned below:

M-1. 2, 6-Dichloro-9-isopropyl-9H-purine
The molecular pairs (1-6) involved in the crystal packing of 2, 
6-Dichloro-9-isopropyl-9H-purine with associated interaction 
energies are presented in Figure 6. The π…π stacking interactions 
along with C-H…Cl and C-H…N hydrogen bonds, forms the most 
stable interaction pair (motif-1) with interaction energy (I.E.) = 
-11.337 kcal/mol (around 75% contribution from dispersion 
component, Table 5). The next most stabilized interaction pair 
(motif-2) forms centrosymmetric dimers in the crystal packing 
by using C8-H8B…N1 and C7-H7B…Cl1 hydrogen bonds (I.E 
= -9.058 kcal/mol). Motif-3 involves C-H…Cl (C4-H4…Cl1) 
hydrogen bond and C4…Cl1 short contact with I.E. = -4.924 kcal/
mol, forming the third most stability contributor to the crystal 
structure. The stability of the crystal packing is further enhanced 
by weak C-H…Cl hydrogen bonds as shown in motif-4, 5 and 6.

M-2. 2, 6-Dichloro-9-(prop-2-yn-1-yl)-9H-purine
The interaction energy components calculated for 2, 6-Dichloro-
9-(prop-2-yn-1-yl)-9H-purine are summarized in Table 6 and 
molecular interaction pairs (motif 1-5) are shown in Figure 7. In the 
crystal structure of the molecule, the most stable pair (motif-1, I.E 
= -8.867 kcal/mol) involves bifurcated hydrogen bond C4-H4…
N1/Cl1, with C4-H4 acting as bifurcated donor and a hydrogen 
bond C4-H4…Cl1. Motif-2 comprise of π…π interaction (Cg1…
Cg1/Cg2…Cg2: Cg-Cg centroid distance 3.933Å), having I.E 
= -7.911 kcal/mol of dispersive nature (85% contribution from 
dispersion energy), helps in stacking of the molecules in the 
crystal packing. Bifurcated hydrogen bond C6-H6B…Cl2/N3 
(C6-H6B being bifurcated donor) forms motif-3 and has energy 
contribution of I.E = -6.286kcal/mol in the packing. The C8-H8…
N2 hydrogen bonds in motif-4 is having I.E. = -4.589kcal/mol 

with around 51% contribution from the coulombic term (Table 6). 
A weak intermolecular halogen bond C2-Cl2…C8 also found in 
the crystal packing with I.E = -1.506 kcal/mol (motif-5).

M-3. 2-Amino-6-chloropurine
Dominant intermolecular interaction pairs (motifs) extracted from 
the crystal structure of 2-Amino-6-chloropurine is presented in 
Figure 8. Strong N-H…N (N9-H9…N7) hydrogen bonds forming 
motif-1 emerges as the energetically most stable interaction pair in 
the packing, has I.E = -12.357 kcal/mol (around 55% coulombic 
contribution, Table 7). The N21-H21…N1 and N21-H22…N3 
hydrogen bonds (I.E = -12.118kcal/mol with 51% coulombic 
contribution, motif-2) forms hydrogen bonded virtual rings with 

(8) graph-set motifs [37]. The π…π (Cg1…Cg1/Cg2…Cg2) 
interaction with I.E = -5.234kcal/mol of highly dispersive nature 
(around 91% dispersion component) is responsible for stacking 
the molecules in the crystal packing (motif-3). A C-H…N type 
hydrogen bond with I.E = - 2.653 kcal/mol also exist in the 
packing (motif-4). Weak halogen bonded interactions C6-Cl1…
Cg1 (morif-5) and C6-Cl6…N9 (motif-6) with I.E. = -2.390 and 
-2.175 kcal/mol, respectively, provides additional stability to the 
crystal structure.

M-4. 2,6,8-Trichloro-9-methylpurine
Interaction energies of the most significant interactions involved 
in the molecular packing of 2,6,8-Trichloro-9-methylpurine 
are listed in Table 8 and the corresponding interaction pairs are 
depicted in Figure 9. The energetically most stable molecular 
pair (motif-1) in the crystal structure involves π...π interaction 
(Cg1…Cg2/Cg2…Cg1) having interaction energy I.E = -12.094 
kcal/mol (around 71% contribution from dispersion energy). A 
halogen…π (C1-Cl1…Cg2) and a C-H…N type hydrogen bond 
(C6-H6…N1), constitutes the second most stable molecular 
pair with I.E = -12.070 kcal/mol, having 67% contribution from 
dispersive component (motif-2). The halogen bond C5-Cl3…N1 
and a C6-H3…Cl2 hydrogen bond forming motif-3, has an energy 
contribution of I.E = -4.230 kcal/mol. Motif-4 (I.E. = -4.183kcal/
mol) is forming virtual rings in the crystal structure with 8) 
graph set motif, using C5-Cl3…N1 halogen bond and C6-H1…

Parameters M-1 M-2 M-3 M-4
E(HOMO) (eV) -7.21 -7.35 -6.31 -7.30
E(LUMO) (eV) -2.04 -2.18 -1.50 -2.15
ΔE=[E(LUMO) - E(HOMO)] (eV) 5.17 5.17 4.81 5.15
Chemical Hardness, η = ΔE/2 (eV) 2.585 2.585 2.405 2.575
Softness, ζ = ½ η (eV) 0.1934 0.1934 0.2079 0.1942
Chemical Potential, (μ = [E(LUMO) + E(HOMO)]/2) (eV) -4.625 -4.765 -3.905 -4.725
Electrophilicity Index, ω = μ2/2η (eV) 4.137 4.392 3.170 4.335
Electronegativity, ꭓ = - μ (eV) 4.625 4.765 3.905 4.725

Table 3: Global reactivity parameters of the molecules.

Molecule ECou EPol EDis ERep ETot

M-1 -10.445 -4.063 -32.959 18.571 -28.920
M-2 -13.743 -5.091 -32.935 20.722 -31.047
M-3 -31.979 -14.412 -30.473 39.388 -37.476
M-4 -11.018 -4.398 -36.448 23.757 -28.083

Table 4: Lattice energy calculated for M-1, M-2, M-3 and M-4
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Figure 6: Intermolecular interaction pair exists in M-1.

Motif
Centroid
Distance

(Å)
ECou EPol EDis ERep ETot Symmetry Important Interactions

1 4.915 -3.083 -2.055 -15.822 9.560 -11.377 x,1/2-y,-1/2+z

Cg1…Cg1
Cg2…Cg2, 
C6-H6…Cl2
C8-H8A…Cl2
C7-H7C…N3

2 5.737 -4.278 -1.601 -7.361 4.183 -9.058 2-x,-y,2-z C7-H7B…Cl1
C8-H8B…N1

3 9.113 -3.298 -1.219 -3.776 3.370 -4.924 -1+x,1/2-y,-1/2+z C4-H4…Cl1
C4…Cl1

4 8.470 -0.574 -0.550 -2.223 1.554 -1.793 -1+x,y,z C8-H8C…Cl1
5 9.708 -0.478 -0.167 -1.506 0.550 -1.625 -1+x,y,-1+z C7-H7C…Cl1
6 9.879 -0.669 -0.143 -1.386 0.621 -1.577 2-x,-1/2+y,5/2-z C8-H8B…Cl2

Table 5: Intermolecular interaction energies (Kcal/mol) calculated for M-1.
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Motif
Centroid
 Distance

(Å)
ECou EPol EDis ERep ETot Symmetry Important Interactions

1 6.284 -6.023 -1.936 -6.166 5.234 -8.867 -1/2+x,1/2-y,1/2+z
C6-H6A…N3
C4-H4…N1
C4-H4…Cl1

2 3.993 -0.550 -1.793 -13.480 7.911 -7.911 -1+x, y,z Cg1…Cg1
Cg2…Cg2

3 5.699 -3.059 -0.956 -4.804 2.533 -6.286 -1/2+x,1/2-y,-1/2+z C6-H6B…Cl2/N3
4 10.704 -3.322 -0.860 -2.223 1.816 -4.589 3/2-x,-1/2+y,1/2-z C8-H8…N2
5 10.525 -0.693 -0.167 -1.338 0.693 -1.506 ½-x,-1/2+y,1/2-z C2-Cl2….C8

Table 6: Intermolecular interaction energies (Kcal/mol) exist in M-2.

Figure 7: Intermolecular interaction pairs exist in M-2.
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Motif
Centroid
Distance

(Å)
ECou EPol EDis ERep ETot Symmetry Important Interactions

1 6.876 -14.293 -6.477 -5.306 13.719 -12.357 1+x, y,-z N9-H9…N7

2 6.617 -13.743 -6.238 -6.955 14.818 -12.118 ½-x,-1/2+y,1/4-z N21-H21…N1
N21-H22…N3

3 3.466 0.215 -1.291 -11.592 7.433 -5.234 x,y,-z Cg1…Cg1
Cg2…Cg2

4 7.874 -1.506 -0.311 -1.625 0.789 -2.653 ½+x,1/2-y,-1/4+z C8-H8…N21
5 5.799 -0.884 -0.860 -5.282 4.637 -2.390 3/2-x,-1/2+y, ¼-z C-Cl…Cg1
6 7.085 -0.980 -0.430 -2.199 1.434 -2.175 x,-1+y, z C6-Cl6…N9

Table 7: Intermolecular interaction energies (Kcal/mol) exist in M-3.

Figure 8: Intermolecular interaction pairs exist in M-3.
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Motif
Centroid 
Distance

 (Å)
ECou EPol EDis ERep ETot Symmetry Important Interactions

1 4.198 -4.589 -2.820 -18.523 13.838 -12.094 -x,1-y,-z Cg1…Cg2

2 4.248 -4.780 -1.721 -13.337 7.792 -12.070 1-x,1-y,-z C1-Cl1…Cg2
C6-H6…N1

3 7.568 -3.322 -1.291 -4.876 5.282 -4.230 x,-1+y,z C6-H3…Cl2
C4-Cl2…N2

4 9.146 -2.079 -0.669 -3.872 2.438 -4.183 x,y,-1+z C5-Cl3…N1
C6-H1…Cl1

5 7.646 -0.956 -0.693 -5.521 4.278 -2.868 1-x,2-y,-z C4…Cl2

Table 8: Intermolecular interaction energies (Kcal/mol) exist in M-4.

Figure 9: Intermolecular interaction pairs exist in M-4.
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Cl1 hydrogen bond. C4…Cl2 short contact also contributes in the 
crystal packing with I.E. = -2.868kcal/mol (motif-5). 

Figure 10: Comparison of Hirshfeld surfaces plotted over dnorm values.

Hirshfeld Surface Analysis
The presence of various intermolecular interactions involved in 
the crystal packing of each molecule has been studied visually 
by using the three-dimensional Hirshfeld surface formalism. Red 
regions correspond to various intermolecular short contacts exist 
in each structure are shown through the front and back views of 
dnorm plots (Figure 10). The size of these spots relates the strength 
of contacts involved [29,38]. The red spots as observed on the dnorm 
plot, for M-1, correspond to C-H…Cl, C…C and C…Cl contacts. 
The C-H…N and Cl…Cl interactions have been observed in 
case of M-2 (shown in the dnorm plot). The strong intermolecular 
N-H…N hydrogen bonds in M-3 emerge as big red spots on the 
dnorm surface and in case of M-4, these spots correspond to C…C 
stacking interactions and the weak C…N short contacts. 

Characteristic features of the inter-contacts on the Hirshfeld 
surface can be represented on 2D-fingerprint plots. The hydrogen 
bonded interactions will emerge as spikes in the fingerprint 

plots and, the sharpness of the peak and di+de value depicts their 
relative strength, whereas the planar stacking resulted by π…π 
interactions would be seen as bright reddish-yellowish region in 
the plot [35,39]. The sharp spikes (di+de ~ 2.0Å) observed for N…H 
contact (with 35.1% contribution) in case of M-3 corresponds to 
the strong intermolecular N-H…N hydrogen bond and in case of 
M-2, spikes with di+de ~ 2.4Å, corresponds to C-H…N hydrogen 
bonds (Figure 11). The fingerprint plot analysis indicates that 
the highest contribution to the Hirshfeld surface comes from the 
Cl…H/H…Cl contacts in case of M-1 and M-4, while the N…H/
H…N contacts contribution is maximum in case of M-2 and M-3. 
The Cl…H/H…Cl contact in M-2 and M-3 has second highest 
contribution to the Hirshfeld surface. Overall, the Cl involving 
short contacts shows significant contribution towards Hirshfeld 
surface, in all the structures. Halogen-halogen contact (Cl…
Cl) has sizeable contribution in case of M-2 and M-4 (8.8% and 
14.0%, respectively).

On the shape index plot (Figure 12), pairs of blue and red color 
patches, represents the location where two molecule’s Hirshfeld 
surfaces interlock each other. The shape index characteristic 
relies on the surface's local curvature and is particularly effective 
for detecting planar stacking patterns [40]. The complementary 
blue and red triangles in the shape index plots show the existence 
of π…π stacking interactions and such regions are enclosed by red 
rectangular boxes (Figure 12). The root-mean-square of the curvature 
of molecule’s surface is used for defining the curvedness plot [29]. 
Characteristics of planar stacking of molecules in the crystal packing 
can be seen as flat patches on the curvedness plot (Figure 13).

Conclusions
The B3LYP/6311+G(d,p) optimized molecular geometry of the 
chloro-purine structures correlate well with the corresponding 
experimental X-ray structures. HOMO-LUMO energy analysis 
found that structures of M-1 and M-2 are chemically most 
stable amongst the four. The lattice energy calculated by PIXEL 
procedure shows that, the combine effect of all the interactions 
in the crystal structures of M-1, M-2 and M-4 are dispersive in 
nature, while in case of M-3, it is dominated by the coulombic 
term. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds of the type C-H…N and 
C-H…Cl, and the π…π (interaction energy of -5 to -12kcal/mol), 
plays major role in the packing stability of the M-1, M-2 and M-4. 
In M-3, the packing stability is mainly derived by strong N-H…N 
hydrogen bonds having energy of -12 to -12.5kcal/mol. Other 
weak interactions such as C-Cl…π, C-Cl…N, also exist in the 
molecular packing of these structures with energy contribution in 
the range -1 to -5kcal/mol. Strong and weak intermolecular short 
contacts have also been visually identified on the Hirshfeld surface 
of each molecule. The major contributors to the Hirshfeld surface 
of the structures are from Cl...H, N…Cl, N…C, N...H and H…H 
short contacts. The π…π stacking interaction is also observed in all 
the structures and is confirmed by the shape index and curvedness 
plots. The PIXEL energies and the Hirshfeld surface analysis 
carried out on the structures shows that, Cl-involving interactions 
are weak in nature, but have prominent role in the crystal packing 
of these compounds.
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Figure 11: Comparison of 2D-fingerprint plots.

Figure 12: Shape index plots comparison of the molecules.
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Figure 13: Curvedness plots comparison of the molecules.
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